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Abstract 

In this paper, we as researchers try to quantify the effect of Operating Income or Earning Before Income and Taxes 

(EBIT) on individual listed firm on stock market and we study simultaneously the effects of Earning Per Share (EPS) 

on shareholder wealth. 

Furthermore, we tried to build up hypothetically an optimal capital structure firm that uses an appropriate 

combination of Equity as well as Debt. 

Rate of Interest and Tax are based on assumptions keeping in mind the present economic conditions of USA 

(assumed). 

We have studied in detail about Operating and Financial Leverages and thus further explained Degree of Operating 

Leverage (DOOL) as well as Degree of Financial Leverage (DOFL).  

In our study, initially we try to give a conceptual framework of the Leveraged Firm by taking hypothetical statistics 

and then in conclusion part Managerial Role and decision-making is discussed. 

During our study, intense literature review and genuine hypothetical figures fitted to present economic conditions of 

Tax Rate and Interest Rates done in order to link with managerial decision making in levered companies.  

Keywords: Operating Leverage, Financial Leverage, Combined Leverage, EBIT, EPS, Fixed Cost, Variable Cost, 

Net Income  

1. Introduction 

For any listed company concerned manager needs know the basic understanding of its capital structure and then 

know the effective and appropriate uses of debt and equity to establish balance capital structure in their Financing 

decision making approach. It is essential for them to know the operating income (EBIT) and its effects on Firm 

through the Operating Leverage and then to know EPS and its effects on shareholder wealth with changes in its 

value depending upon capital structure. 

To explore more accurately, researchers have planned systematic study by setting some objective to draw 

conclusions about the topic. 

2. Objective 

 To draw a frame work of  Operating and Financial Leverage 

 To build up an optimal capital structure of Debt-Equity 

 To forecast Managerial Decision Making in levered companies specifically Financial Leverage 

 To enhance shareholder wealth through Financial Leverage 

Managers need know the various types of Risks involved in studying Operating or Business as well as Financial 

Risks as mentioned below- 

3. Business Risk 

Companies are exposed to fall within business risk because of the effects of many confounding interrelated factors 

such as size of firm, competition in the market, sales volume, product design and diversification and more 
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importantly Operating Leverage, that would be our part of the discussion in this paper, where variability in Operating 

Income (EBIT) affect firm substantially. To understand this concept we have Break Even Analysis that is important 

to know the effects of changes on Fixed Cost, Variable Cost, and Revenue. 

We assume that firm has both fixed cost such as Rent, Salaries, Tax etc as well as Variable Costs such as labor costs,  

sales commission etc. More clearly see the figure as mentioned below- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By this graph, it clearly shows that with an increase of sales quantity there will be higher operating income provided 

with the same level of fixed as well as variable cost.  

In addition, if fixed costs are increased then firm must enhance its sales volume to meet out its fixed operating cost. 

4. Financial Risk 

Financial Risk is all about variability or uncertainty of company’s Earnings Per Share (EPS). Financial Risk of any 

company also measures the risks associated with probable insolvency that may arise due usage of company’s access 

financial advantage. 

If a company is exposed to financial risk, its EPS gets poorly affected and thus resulted poor shareholders’ wealth. 

By previously mentioned definitions, it is found cleared that Business Risk is caused by Operating advantages that 

affects operating profit of the company, Earning Before Income and Taxes i.e. (EBIT) and Financial Risk is caused 

by Financial Leverages that affects Earning Per Share i.e. (EPS) that further leads poor Shareholders’ wealth. 

5. Operating Leverage 

We shall first examine how operating profits i.e. EBIT gets affected by Operating Leverages through charts and thus 

analyze graphically Degree of Operating Leverage (DOL), 

DOL = % change in EBIT / % change in Sales volume 
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It is evident from the graph that if there are increased in sales so there are higher operating profits no matter if fixed 

operating costs are high enough. 

Also, it is evident from the graph, if operating costs are high or increased with no increased in sales volume than 

even Break Even Point will not meet, therefore all firms must analyze their balances  of Operating Fixed Costs, 

Variable costs and their Sales Volume. 

6. Financial Leverage 

Financial Leverage or Gearing is best described by the capacity to use borrowed funds such fixed charges sources of 

funds like debt from financial institutions and preference capital along with owners’ equity in the capital structure of 

any company. 

The concept of Financial Leverages is to determine returns on fixed charges sources of funds or debts over their costs 

and thus interpret the performance of the company in the form of shareholder wealth. 

The surplus over their cost will increase returns of owners’ equity and vice versa.  

To know more about impact of Financial Leverages we need to know Earning Per Share (EPS) Return on Equity 

(ROE) in details. 

EPS = Profit After Taxes (PAT)/ Total no. of shares outstanding 

     = EBIT- Interest (1-T)/ Total no. of shares outstanding 

And ROE = Profit After Taxes (PAT)/ Value of Equity 

     = EBIT- Interest (1-T)/ Value of Equity 

7. Financial Leverage and Its Impact on EPS and ROE with Constant EBIT in Two Different Capital 

Structure of a Firm 

To ascertain an impact on EPS and ROE, we can assume two alternatives for a company with constant EBIT i.e. 

$150,000. 

In addition, we assume the capital structure of the company in the following manner. 

 Capital structure $100,000 where entire fund is raised through equity by issuing 10000 ordinary 

shares of face value $10. 

 Capital structure $100,000 where 50% fund i.e. $50,000 rose through equity by issuing 5000 

ordinary shares of face value of $ 10. In addition, $50,000 rose through debt with an interest rate 

(assumed) of 10%. 

In addition, we further assume 50 % Tax rate to ascertain the impact on EPS and ROE in the given two different 

capital structures of firms in the following table.   

Capital Structure of Firm with two alternatives 

Financial Plan of Company Debt-Equity ($) Only Equity ($) 

Earnings before Interest and 

Taxes(EBIT) 

150,000 150,000 

Less Interest i.e. 10% on $50,000     5,000 nil 

Earnings before taxes (EBT) 145,000 150,000** 

Less Taxes i.e. 50%   72,500   75,000 

Profit after Taxes (PAT)   72,500   75,000** 

Total earnings of investors  

i.e. PAT + interest 

  77,500**   75,000 

No of ordinary shares outstanding    5,000    10,000 

EPS =PAT/ no of shares outstanding     14.5**       7.5 

ROE = PAT/ value of shares      145%** 75% 
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8. Conclusion 

In our study, we researchers have found role and significance of Leverages both Operating as well as Financial in 

any sound company with proper objectives of profits for themselves and profits in the form of shareholders’ wealth. 

We first observed in our study that with some changes made in the Fixed Costs how Earnings Before Interest and 

Taxes get affected. 

In addition, we examined various types of Business Risks involved in Operating Leverage in determining Break 

Even Point (BEP) graphically and thus variations in EBIT. As we increase in fixed operating cost with no increase 

in sales quantity then surely firm loses its operating profit because firm, then needs to make high efforts by reaching 

Break Even Point (BEP) or Cost Volume Profit (CVP). See the second graph. 

Then researchers have shown in their analysis the part of Financial Leverage in which capital structure of the firm is 

assumed initially that it has only acquired sources of funds through equity by issuing ordinary shares amongst 

shareholders and in the second assumed part it has acquired 50% of sources of funds through equity and rest part 

through debt from financial institutions. 

It is clear from the above mentioned table that if a firm uses only equity that means without gearing or leverages then 

initially operating income i.e. EBIT increases and simultaneously its Profits after Taxes (PAT) to increases in that 

kind of Capital Structure of firm. However, total earning of investors remains same i. e. $ 75,000; hence, EPS 

counted for this would be as shown in the above example will be 7.5 

In another part when we study and analyze assumed capital structure of 50% equity and 50% debt, then it is found 

from above data that operating profits (EBIT) decreases, but Profits after Taxes (PAT) increases and thus the total 

earnings of investors from equity and debt also increases substantially that further leads to enhance share holders’ 

wealth accordingly.  

Same way firm’s Return on Equity also increases substantially in mixed capital structure of the firm as analyzed 

from the above-mentioned table. 

In our analysis of capital structure of firm having Equity as well as Debt in desired ratio is preferred in order to 

enhance the wealth of ordinary shareholders over firm having only equity or only debt in its capital structure. 

9. Scope of Further Study and Research 

This analysis is left to further study of other different kind or Risks involved in any business apart from Business 

Risk as well as Financial Risk to understand Operating and Financial Leverages along with further analysis of 

different companies in view of Operating and Financial Leverages. 

Although apart from EPS, there are other many internal as well as external parameters to enhance the wealth of 

shareholders’ wealth, which we have not considered in our study and made only EPS and ROE, two major financial 

parameters to ascertain the shareholders’ wealth, therefore leaving for further study and research. 

This further leaves to create hypothesis to buildup the optimal capital structure of firm depending upon size and  

requirements of funds during formation of the company and thus equity allotment by issuing ordinary shares and 

percentage of debts include in the capital structure of firm solely depend upon researchers for further scope of study 

and research.  
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